WATERSKI QLD RULES
DIVISON 6 - MINI COURSE RULES
 The skier chooses single or double skis and speed to suit their weight and
ability
 Enter through the gates and ski around the mini-course buoys and out the
gates as a minimum to keep scoring. Ski as close as possible to or around
the big course buoys, for maximum scoring
 Each Division 6 skier is guaranteed 4 passes per round
 Skiers are given a score for each buoy completed. Turning just outside
the mini course buoy is worth .5 and turning the full course buoy is worth
1 point. Scores of 0.6; 0.7; 0.8; 0.9 are also given as the skier gets wider
than the mini course buoy, but not yet around the full course buoy
 Once a skier has failed to go around a mini course buoy the scoring stops
for that pass
 Start gates are optional but worth 1 point if skier skis around first mini
buoy. The end gates must be completed to gain a score for the 6th buoy
 The maximum score for each pass is 7 points. The scores for each pass is
added together for a total score. When a skier runs the full course the
speed will be increased for the next pass. (Scoring is the same for single
or double skis)
 A skier skiing on doubles only needs to get one ski around buoys to score
 Once a Division 6 skier has successfully run the full course 3 times, they
move up to full course (Division 5).
 If a skier using trainers (skis tied together) completes 3 full passes the
skier will stay in division 6, but their ski ties will be removed. Once a
skier has run the 3 passes on doubles, they can then stay in division 6 but
only to ski on a single ski. Alternatively they can progress to Division 5
on doubles
 After the first pass the boat judge reserves the right to increase or
decrease the speed
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DIVISION 5
 As a transition into Division 5, at the skiers first 2 tournaments they are
eligible for a second chance. If the skier falls or misses a buoy on their
first pass only, they will be taken to the other end and allowed to have
another chance. Their score will be the best score of either pass. This will
only be for 2 tournaments as a transition period to div 5.
 Any skier wishing to use second chance must notify tournament director
on nomination request or prior to their Divisions starting
 Any rating score will not be counted on second chance

DIVISIONS 4
 No consideration for a skiers maximum speed for age group is given in
Division 4 or lower

DIVISION 3-1
 A skier’s maximum speed for their age group will be considered in
division 3, 2 & 1.
 If the max speed pass (49/52/55/58km) is completed, then
the skiers score @16m gives them the lead over anyone
skiing at a higher speed (55/58k) @18m
 If two skiers ski to their maximum speed, the skier with the
higher buoy count will win, even if it is the slower speed
(5@55km – O35M will beat 3@58km U17B).
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GENERAL RULES FOR REGIONAL SERIES EVENTS
 All divisions are run as per the IWSF and TWSA rules and guidelines
 All participants including but not limited to, marshals, judges, skiers, boat
drivers and officials, need to be financial members of WAWA (formerly
AWWF)
 At the completion of the tournament and at the Chief Judge’s discretion, a
skier may apply for a ratings round for the sole purpose of obtaining a
national or state rating. This score will not be used for any other purpose
other than to obtain ratings
 Any skier not scoring within their divisional qualifications, for a full
season (not calendar year) can drop back a Division. If the skier obtains
one score above that division ratings, the skier is moved back up a
Division
 No consideration of maximum speed for age groups is given in Division
4 or lower, however is considered for divisions 3, 2 & 1.
 A skiers start speed may not exceed that of the Division (49k in Division
5, 55k in Division 4, etc)
 Any new skier to division 6 who runs the full course in first round will
automatically go up to respective division at which speed was reached by
the skier
 There are to be three rounds of slalom and two rounds of trick and jump,
for each regional series event, if possible. If nominations are too high
then two rounds of slalom and two rounds of trick and jump. There may
be variations to this depending on the site
 Scoring is to be accumulative of two rounds, or best score wins
 Nominations must be called for at least ten days prior to tournament
starting
 Running order to be made available at least two days prior to tournament
 Any trick score which is a national rating is to be verified by WSQ Chief
Trick Judge
 Tournament results to be posted on website asap after completion of
event
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ELIGIBILITY FOR STATE & NATIONAL TITLES
 Ratings for State Titles must be achieved in events prior to State Titles.
Ratings for State Titles are as per TWSA 3rd Event Ratings noted in the
TWSA Policy Administration & Rule Book
 Ratings for National Championships must be achieved in events prior to
National Championships. Ratings for Nationals are as per National
Ratings noted in the TWSA Policy Administration & Rule Book
 When nominating for the State Titles, skiers must be a current
Queensland member of WAWA. Skiers who have not skied in at least
two regional series events throughout the current season, are not eligible
to win or place at State Titles. Skiers who are members of other states
may ski in WSQ State Titles but cannot win or place. No interstate skier
is to take the place of a Queensland skier
 When nominating for the National Championships, skiers must have
achieved their rating twice in the past two seasons, must be a current
Queensland member of WAWA, and must compete at WSQ State Titles.
Exception to pro skiers who are on the circuit and those who have been
approved Dispensation

NOTES
 When nominations open for the National Titles, a skier who was unable
to ski at WSQ State Titles, may apply in writing to the State Committee
for dispensation. The State committee will discuss the dispensation and
notify the skier in writing of the decision.
 Waterski QLD, including all sanctioned events, tournaments, officials
and members will adhere to the Waterski QLD, TWSA, WAWA &
IWWF rules and regulations that govern Tournament Waterskiing
 Waterski QLD reserves the right to enforce disciplinary action, when
rules and regulations are not followed correctly
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TOURNAMENT DIVISIONS
Slalom
Division 6:
Division 5:
Division 4:
Division 3:
Division 2:
Division 1:

Mini Course
28km to 46km
46km to 52km
52km to 16m
16m to 13m
13m>

Trick (Short board)
Division 5:
0 to 500 points
Division 4:
500 to 1000 points
Division 3:
1000 to 2000 points
Division 2:
2000 to 3000 points
Division 1:
3000< points
Jump
Division 5:
Division 4:
Division 3:
Division 2:
Division 1:

0 – 10 Metres
10 – 20 Metres
20 – 30 Metres
30 – 40 Metres
40< Metres
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